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Grain Storage
Fabrics
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Premium Australian Fabrics
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Fabric Supply Partner:

Superior quality grain covers designed,
made and proven in Australian conditions.
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Australian Coated Technical Textiles
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We utilise GALE Pacific coated fabrics which are
proudly produced in their Australian manufacturing
plant in Melbourne, the only technical fabric
extrusion coating plant in Australia.
GALE Pacific’s manufacturing plant features a fully
equipped research and testing facility together
with two extrusion coating lines including a unique
3-layer coating process, manufacturing a wide
range of fabrics that have been specifically
developed for covering and lining bulk stockpile
bunkers.
GALE Pacific coated fabrics are free from heavy
metals, phthalates and are 100% recyclable, with
a closed loop program that reutilises end-of-life
tarpaulin fabrics to remanufacture new fabrics.
With GALE’s 30+ years’ experience in supplying
the Australian market with known and trusted
brands such as Canvacon and Landmark, we can
recommend the right GALE Pacific fabric for your
application.

Australian Made Superior Quality Grain Covers

Premium Top Tarp Fabrics
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Landmark® is an environmental alternative to PVC that provides
excellent mechanical performance at half the weight of PVC.
Landmark® is the product of choice for bulk grain covers, with
excellent 'lay flat' characteristics and superior resistance to flex
cracking.
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Landmark® +360 is the newest fabric variant in the range, featuring
the same great functional benefits as Landmark® 340, with superior
tear resistance and tensile performance. It is the most robust
polypropylene grain bunker fabric available on the market today.
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Canvacon® 5000Q is a premium quality woven polyethylene based
coated fabric suitable for smaller grain bunker applications. With a
history of over 30 years in the Australian grain market, providing
outstanding puncture and abrasion resistance to withstand the
harshest of installation and environmental conditions.

9PP

Ground Sheet Fabrics

9PP® 145 is an economical woven polypropylene based
coated fabric suited for bunker ground sheet applications.

Versatex® is a quality woven polypropylene based coated
fabric suited for bunker ground sheet applications.
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Committed to Recycling
GALE Pacific understands the desire of their
customers to be responsible corporate citizens.
We share the same goals, along with an
interest to recycle post-consumer product and
minimise our environmental impact.
Unlike composite textiles such as PVC, GALE
Pacific manufactured polypropylene (PP) and
polyethylene (PE) products are fully recyclable
in Australia, however they are commonly consigned to expensive and unsustainable landfill
at end-of-life.
Through our quest to implement a closed loop
recycling program we not only eliminate landfill
but can ultimately convert retired product to
new material.

Product Use

Finished Product

Recycled

Re-Manufactured

Shredded
& Washed

Pelletised

Scan this QR code
with your smartphone
to learn
more about
Pelletised
Landmark Recycled
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